The Beauty of
Window Dressings
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Window Dressings come in a wide variety of type and cover a multitude of purposes:

•
•
•
•
•

Light-filtering
UV protection
Privacy
Darkness
Insulation & warmth

…..not to mention the beautiful ambiance they can create in a room. They provide the icing on the cake; the
finishing touch to any interior.

Multi Layered Window Coverings
The best solution can often be a multi layered one. Think sunscreen roller blinds at the rear to create privacy
as well as light and UV filtering. Add to this a second block out roller blind to close out the dark and keep the
warmth in at night.

OR, maybe add a pair or gorgeous lined curtains or a fabric roman blind instead of the block out roller blind
for a more opulent, elegant look.

Lined Curtains
In a gorgeous fabric, Lined Curtains can then be added on a second track or rod to create warmth and
complete privacy at night. Add a Blockout Roller Blind at the rear for the same all important blackout for
sleeping or you may need a Sunscreen Roller Blind for daytime UV protection and/or privacy.

Single Blockout Roller Blinds
These are very popular and a cost effective window covering solution. Utilise them anywhere in the home
where you need, privacy and darkness. Many also come with thermal backings to help with heat retention.
Fabrics range from plain pale neutrals and soft colours through to gorgeous textures and deep shades such
as charcoal, black and subtle greys with linen like weaves.

Kids Rooms
For children’s bedrooms, roller blinds also come in a range of bright fun prints to create a playful mood.

Venetians
Timber, PVC aka Eco or Fauxwood, or Aluminium Venetian Blinds are an excellent “one stop shop”
window treatment solution. Tilted up or down for light filtering and privacy, or closed in the evening for
shutting out the night.
Above all, allow time and budget to cover your windows with the best option to suit your requirements
…..You and your home will thank you for it!!
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